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INFORMATION ON THE ERIC SYSTEM: ERIC AMD ERIC/CRIER

ERIC is a decentralized, national information system which ac-
quires, abstracts, indexes, stores, retrieves, analyzes, and dis-
seminates significant and timely educational information. ERICfs
full name is the Educational Resources Information Center, and it
is funded thi-vugh the Bureau of Research, USOE. ERIC was founded
to reduce limitations in the identification, transfer, and use of
educational information. re nhort, the major goal of ERIC is to
enable school administrators, teachers, researchers, information
specialists, professional organizations, graduate and undergraduate
students, and the general public to keep up-to-date on research
and research-related knowledge In education. ERIC accomplishes
this threeIgh strengthening existirk 3ducational information services
and providing additional ones.

Each of the clearinghouses in the ERIC system operates -within a
specific area of education defined in its "scope" note. ERIC/
CRIER/a domain of operation includes:

9.. research reports, materials and information related
to all aspects of reading behavior with emphasis an the
physiology, psychology, sociology, and teaching of read--
ing. Included are reports on the development and evalua-
tion of Instructional materials, curricula, tests and
measurements, preparation of reading teachers and spe-
cialists, and methodology at all levels; the role of
libraries and other agencies in fostering and guiding
reading; and diagnostic and remedial services in schools
and clinic settings.

Requests for information about the Clearinghouse can be sent to:

Director, ERIC/CRIER
200 Pine Hall
School of Education
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana 47401
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Cha ter 1
INTRODUC1TONAND FERSFEC IVE

The word malfELEa, both in itø derivation and broadest sense, refers
to the inability to read. Such a reference point for beginning a
monograph is not without its problems. While there is no question
that dyslexia applies to the inability to read, there is a great
deal of con roversy surrounding the specific nature of that ina-
bility. Some claim that the term applies to any and all cases of
reading disability. Others use the term to refer only to those in-
stances in which the disability is presumed to arise, either
directly or indirectly, from constitutional disorders of neurologi-
cal origin. Many others refuse to use the term at all. The pre-
sent monograph analyzes the bases for and implications of such
divergent positions and reviews the trends which are becoming ap-
parent in the field of reading disabilities.

It is customary to justify the preparation of a monograph dealing
with a problem area on the basis of precise definition of the
descriptive term and docnmentation of the magnitude of the problem
defined. Sueh an approach to a monograph on dyslexia is not pro-
fessionally possible in spite of the existence of a substantial
body of literature. It is fundamentally a literature of opinion
and as such has not produced the accumulation of knowledge neces-
sary to provide a foundation for confidence in instructional pro-
cedures. Much of the research in the past has failed to meet
current criteria of scientifically acceptable practice. There has
also been little evidence concerning the descriptive variables re-
lated to dyslexia so that incidence figures or epidemiological
statistics among the general population are matters of conjecture.
Varying estimates have been made to the effect that from one to
thirty per cent of the American population is dyslexic.

National professional attention naw appears to have taken a turn
away from the nonproductive controversy of definition and inci-
dence, toward the problems of nroviding service improvement. This
trend was substantiated by the formation of the National Advisory
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Committee on Dyslexia and Related Reading Problems by the U.S. De-
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare, in August, 1968. The
Committee mernbe:os represented diverse and divergent viewpoints con-
cerning the nature and ramifications of the term dyslexia. In the
final report issued by the Committee (Templeton, 1969), no defini-
tion was adopted. Instead, there was a focus upon the general
problems of obtaining needed service for a variety of children who
might be called dyslexic. The nature of that service, however, is
still to be determined through research and training.

Research and training questions revolving around the existence of
a population whose reading difficulties may be caused by neurologi-
cal imperfection are likely to continue. Even if such research
does succeed in establishing neurological evidence underlying read-
ing disability, such an etiological classification may prove to be
the least important outcome of the debate that has raged over the
existence or the nature of dyslexia. The controversy in the field
has already had an important and immediate effect in that it has
been a factor in stimulating the current scientific assessment of
reading instruction. This assessment has cRlied into question past
and present methods, materials, and procedures for managing the in-
structional situation, and it has begun to provide numerous alterna-
tives to traditional approaches to reading instruction. Whether or
not the alternatives become mare substitutes for terminology now
used, or whether they acutually produce more efficient and effec-
tive replacements for or supplements to current practices is yet
to be determined. The present monograph has been developed in the
light of the past and present conceptualizations of the importance
and the impact of the study of the phenomenon called dyslexia.

Historically, interest in dyelexla converged from the various
branches of preventive and rehabilitative medicine, from remedial
reading, and from the field of learning disabilities in special
education. It has since grown to include professions that are
tangential to the field of reading behavior per se, including those
studying the sociological, psychojogical, political, and economic
effects of reading failure. The recently established Journal of
Lear.ning Disabilities which deals with dyslexia and other types of
rearning Fa7171g-i-egularly lists 24 broad disciplines represented
in its publication, among which are pharmacology, social services,
clinical administration, and anthropology.

In addition to historical interest, a variety of complex socio-
logical factors have operated to legitimize the area of severe
reading disability as one engaged in becoming a profession with
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its own conventicn journal, terminology, etc. The affluence of
technologically developed countries has favored specialization of
services, training, and research interests. In some regions per-
sonnel were trained to work with the ad hoe problems of severe
reading disability, and others then chose to study these problems
through replication, extension, or modificati(n of their experiences.
The known availability of specialized personnel, both direct and
ancillary, has increased the service demand, and this demand in
turn has been supported by state certificabion and local district
reimbursement policies. Advaneements in the organizational and
administrative patterns of schools have changed the nature of ex-
pected service, as have changes in 'oeacher education and current
development. Interest in interdisciplinary communication has been
encouraged and made nossible through improved techniques of in-
formation collection and dissemination. Popular literature and
parent groups have given impetus to publicity designed to attract
increased public philosophical and financial sunport for improved
service efforts. People who have gained statue through the pre-
sence of and respect for specialized terminology, training programs,
and communication channels of professional organizations and lit-
erature have become an "in group."

If both direct history and broad sociological influences have pro-
duced people who understand, at least to their awn satisfaction,
about the complexities of dyslexia, there is an audience for whom
a general understanding of the uses and implications of the term
requires interpretation. It is to this audience that the mono-
graph should be of most interest and value. Both research and
opinion regarding educationally relevant aspects of the dyslexia
controversies are included, although the emphasis on educational
issues and problems does not elindnate the need for considering
literature from related areas. (In fact, early interest in dys-
lexia did not originate in the field of education.) Information
from areas other than education is included only when it can be
considered relevant either by transfer or by generalization to
the improvement of educational practice. It is recognized that
such an approach has inherent difficulties if only because of
the hypothetical interrelationships of all knowledge. Informa-
tion from fields other than education undoubtedly contributes
significantly to the improvement of educational practice. There
is little doubt, however, that there is currently sufficient
knowledge base to assist practitioners in designing and imple-
menting programs which can reduce the debilitating effects of
reading disabilities, regardlemof whether that disability is
considered to be dyslexia by all members of the professiony

2



Dyslexia: definition or treatment?

The data base for the present review wms obtained from the ERIC/CRIER
collection of research in reading, including the Current Index to
Journals in Education, Research in Education, the popu:lar literature,
and government documents, and from miscellaneous resources available
to the authors. Systematic emphasis has been placed upon the neces-
sity of separating acceptable evidence from opinion, however widely
held that opinion might be.

This monograph focuses on literature published since 1965 and cul-
minates with the report of the National Advisory Committee on Dys-
lexia. The time choice was deliberate since previous literature
is readily available and has been adequately reviewed elsewhere
(Farr, 1969; Strang, 1968). The monograph concentrates on projects
carried on in the /atter half of the 1960Is because this is the
period in which wide public and professional interest has been de-
veloped and during which the controversy over the term dulala and
the host of issues its use represents has had its strongest impact
upon the totality of reading instruction.

Two other State of the Art Monographs published by ERIC/CRIER-IRA-
are relevant to the present paper. Reading p4Agn2gla and Remedia-
tion (Strang, 1968) is not replicatea here ba-iii-YaeiTga to as
review of general reading disability E2ding: -what can be meas-
ured? (Farr, 1969) is also germane becaUSe-Of the impaPEZSe-ca--
Measurement considerations in the controversies regarding the mean-
ings of in lAlity and read.

The present treatment of literature is intended for a general
audience with the recognition that in some cases the beginning
practitioner will have difficulty following the technical language
that has grown into a tongue-twisting proliferation of terms. A
suggested introductory annotated reference list is provided at the-
end of this monograph to encourage the beginning student in identi-
fying and examining the most representative or historically im-
portant literature of the area.

This introduction has described the problems of treating a mono-
graph on dyslexia. Argument regarding proper terms is considered
to be indicative of a young and as yet unstable scientific base.
The introduction has also suggested that diverse professional,
historical, and sociological factors have served to bring about
wide interest in the controversial aspects of the questionable
literature. The same literature has simultaneously built an aware-
ness of the need for changes in reading instruction, especially
that of a remedial nature. Because of such a dichotomous impact,
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interpretation of the controversies is needed to assist those who

are conscientiously charged, perhaps prematurely, with application

of a particular opinion-based treatment. The remainder of the
monograph has been organized to supply such interpretation.

Chapter Two provides additional detail about the problems of defi-
nition and etiology. An enlarged discussion of this controversial
area is basic to understanding the various implications for de-

rivative treatment strategies. In the third chapber, literature
dealing uith diagnosis, both performance and process, is reviewed.
Both traditional and a refcrmulated diagnostic-treatment process
which has emerged from the study of reading problems is described
in Chapter Four. Here trends in working with those who are highly
resistant to conventional treatment practices are emphasized,
along with implications for prevention of reading disability. The

final chapter reviews the important strands of the monograph, de-
lineates trends in viewing dyslexia and its ramifications, and sug-
gests further areas of study. Specific suggestions for research
are provided at appropriate points in the discussion.

A thorough reading of the monograph and the material in the sug-
gested introductory bibliography should equip the reader to be in
a more knowledgeable position to evaluate for himself the fUture

literature and discussion of dyslexia-related issues and problems.
It is not intended that all readers should arrive at the same
theoretical positions in regard to the controversies which will
ccntinue to exist around "dyslexia--the inability to read." It is

intended that most readers will adopt the perspectives of caution

in accepting narrow interpretations and confidence in the ability

of practitioners to understand the factors which have created an
unnecessary dyslexia marstique.
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PROBLEMS EF 1 rNG

The adequacy of any one definition of dyslexia has been the
prime area of controversy in the field of severe reading disability.
Arguments purportedly demonstrating the superiority of ore defini-
tion over another have not been at all comparable. Complicating
the problem has been the confusion of etiologies, or search for
causes, with symptomatology, diagnostic criteria, classification
boundaries, correlated characteristics, and factorial dimensions.
Yet, the definition controversy remains important because of the
role that definitions play in determining treatment. This is
ticularly true of a service-oriented profession such as education.
Treatment decisions in and of themselves have consequences for the
conduct of the total educational program, the training of profes-
sional personnel, the allocation of local resources, and the nature
of the research effort required to improve the entire service
delivery system.

The problems of definition are not unique to the field of reading,
nor to education as a whole. Wechsler (1958), writing about in-
telligence tests, reflected that some psychologists found them-
selves "in the paradoxical position of devising and advocating
tests for measuring intelligence and then disclaiming responsi-
bility for than br asserting that 'nobody knows what the word really
means" (P. 4).

The philosophical problems intrinsic to developing adequate def5n1
tions are not the central concern of this monograph. The authors
are aware, however, of the existence of a comprehensive literature
setting forth criteria for definitional statements. Hempel's
(1952) Fundamentals of Concept Formation in Empirical Science pro-
vides an excellent introduction to the subje



DEVELOPMENT OF DIAGNOSTIC DEFINITIONS

The philosopher may be interested in "real" definitions or the
physicist in the extra-logical terms of scientific theories. The
service-oriented educational practitioner is likely to be concerned
with a definition which might be called diagnostic in the sense
that it involves statements of criteria for service inclusion or
exclusion and suggests the nature of the treatment procedures or
service practices.

When an ambiguaas problem such as dyslexia is newly presented with-
in a service-oriented profession such as the field of medicine, the
problem is observed for a while until it is determined whether or
not people within the field have an interest in working with it.
If there is a legitimate interest, the problem is defined according
to the tenets of that profession. Then, once a tentative defini-
tion is available, numerous "cases" of the problem are discovered
if only because other diagnosticians naw have available to them yet
a different alternative for labelling a particular phenomenon. The
definition then becomes more public. People from other professions
such as education or psychology, and some within the originating
proZeesion, interpret it differently and refine it in terns of
their awn observations or capabilities for working with the problem.

As formal organization of the services increases, both the service
provided and the definition may become locally set. Usually if this
occurs, only those who are responsive to that particular service are
considered to "fit" the definition, giving rise to a tendency toward
postdictive diagnosis. Other explanations or definitions are sought
for those who do not fit the service. It might aIso happen that
service and definition are incongruent, and yet this mismatch is
comfortably underetood by the working staff because the child can be
helped by that service regardless of the definitional label.

At some times, then, a definition involving diagnostic criteria is
the result of having a treatment service available, and at other
times the treatment service is a consequence of having a definition
available. The exact relationship at any particular time or place
is a fUnction of when within the sociological process called "insti-
tutionalization," or becoming formally organized, the definition
happens to become knYwn.
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With tha&e problems" inherent in definition in mind, it is possible
to turn to specific definitione offered for dyslexia and to analyze
their implications for treatnent.

GUIDE FOR ANALYSIS OF DEFINITIONS

The way in milich service and definition interact can be explained
with reference to a guide presented in Figure 1. The guide lists
elements found (or not found) in typical definitions of dyslexia.
These elements usua13y include a characteristic and/or its pre-
sumed correlates; whether these are observable or inferrable;
present or al'sent; and the degree or levele of severity. Some-
times an etiological statement is made to the effect that the cause
of the phenomenon is within the learner, is within the instruc-
tional milieu, or represents a combination of both. The definition
may also suggest a prognosis for changing the condition, and it
usually states the author's opinion about factors to be excluded
so tha, these potential "causes" may be eliminated from primary
consideration.

A definition used by Eisenbe (1966) is illustrative as he ex.
plains, "Operationally, SRD Lipocific reading disability7 may be
defined as the fatlure to learn to read with normal proficiency
despite conventional instruction, a culturally adequate home,
proper motivation, intact senses, normal intelligence, and free-

dom fram gross neurological defect" (p. 14). This definition pre
sents both a characteristic and its degree of severity as well as
six exclusion factors. Given this criterion, if a culturally in-
adequate home or unconventional instruction could be defined and
shown to have existed, a "diagnosis" of SRD could uot be made ac-
cording to the definition given.

The elements within definitions of dyslexia as presented in
Figure 1 are the bases an which this chapter is considered. A
close examination of these should clarify some of the problems
inherent in developing definitions of dyslexia. Each element--
characteristics, correlates severity, etiology, exclusionis
considered separately below.
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Guide

r definitional

1. Major characteristic

a. Present or absent
b. Observable or

inferrable
0. Degrees or leve

of severity

2. Pi..esumed correlates

3 Etiology
a. internal
b. interactional
C. external

4. Prognosis for
dhange

S. gxclusion factors

6. Other comment

Gunersona

reading

absent
inferrable

commensurate with
intellectual
abilities

writing,
spelling

determined

nane stated

a. poor in
struction

b. specific
neurological
disease

synonomous with
reading disa-
bility

visual interpretation
of verbal symbols

absent
inferrable

bard core

writing

ideopathic, but in-
herentay neuro-
logical

with appropriate tech-
niques can be taught
to read with fair
accuracy

a. mental backwardness
b. psychological

problems

a. suggests sight word
method may be con-
tributory

b. recommends removal
from failure situa-
tion

a
Gunderson, Doris V. Reading problems: glossaiy of terms. Rad

Reserch Quer_ 4 (4), 1969. P. 53
bCr ="11-3/11. risv'erof-imentai dyslexia. London: William Heinemann

Medical Books, 1 964 I,

COritchleys M. Isolation of the specific dyslexic. In A. H. Keeney
and Virginia T. Keeney (Eds.) lexia: diagnosis, and treatment
of reading disorders. St. Louis C. V. Mosley, 1 9687
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Failure with the task of reading is the major charac eristic in-
volved in actual definitions found for dyslexia. The manner in
which such failure has been determined is not always clear, nor is
the nature of the reading task with which the "failure" purportedly
occurred. Scores an standardized tests, informal reading inven-
tories, observation of classroom behavior, workbook performance,
history of failure, etc. have all been used, at times improperly,
to label a child as dyslexic.

While the task of the present chapber is not to discuss diagnosis
it should be recognized that diagnosis has become bound up in defi-
nitions of dyslexia. Such a major characteristic as diagnosis in
a definition might best be considered in the category of inferred
behavior unless criterial data is available to support its use.

Severe reading disability is sometimes stated as a major charac-
teristic, or as a synonymous phrase for dyslexia. Failure with
visual interpretation of verbal symbols is also suggested (e.gw,
Willson, 1968), especially when the verbal symbols refer to al-
phabetic and possibly numerical graphemes. A problem related to
establishing operational meaning to the major terms of a charac-
terisbic is the difficulty in determining severity or degree of
the characteristic in question. It may be severe enough to
warrant recognition but not sufficiently severe to warrant treat-
ment under local service* This particular factor is one of the
reasons for concern with a range of services rather than with one
special service for a population which is difficult to delleit.

If the primary characteristics offered are difficult to compre--
hend immediately, it is proably because the specific character-
istics stated in a definition depend upon the setting in which
the definition is to be used, upon the numbers and training of
the personnel involved, and upon their experience and sophisti-
cation in working with problems of exceptional children. As
such, most definitions of dyslexia are principally of local
value.

Correlates as charaotertstcs

In addition to the major characteristics involving reading disa-
bility, some definitions provide lists of correlates as
inappropriate spatial orientation of graphemes or temporal order
of phonemes, poorly developed body image, visual-motor performance

18
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slexia: definition or treatment?

which does not permit successful accomplishment of school tasks,

general language development, etc. There is sometimes an unproven
assumption that treatment of correlates zr se will concomitantly

improve reading performance.

Farrts review of measurement of reading related variables or come..

lates (1969, pp. 178-211) concludes that research in measurement of

such variables is insufficiently developed to be of value for pro-

gram planning. He further suggests that the validity of the tests

used be established on a basis other than that of correlation, for

the predictive power attributed to the various tests has not been

proved.

Renedial textbooks consistently review the research dealing with

correlates of reading disability, usuality concluding also that the

information currently known is insufficient to use as the basis for

program planning (e.g., Bond and Tieker, 1967). Correlate-based
programs continue to flourish in spite of the absence of a sound

research literature.

A cursory glance at the literature might even imply that correlation

is equivalent to causation. Strang, for example, titles a section

of her chapter on dyslexia, "Correlates or causes" (1968, p. 78).

She later states that "causal relationship is difficult to prove

(P. 79). It should be remembered that a presumed cause must be

correlated with but must also precede the presumed defect when other

alternate causes are controlled or accounted for.

Concern for preventing the personal, social, and economic ef lets

of dYslexia has led practitioners to reject models of rea,' ig dis-

ability which require a history of failure in favor of providing

preventive programs. One type of early intervention model assumes

that correlates of reading disabi3ity can be used as pr3dictors of

reading achievement. Training of correlative behaviors may there-

fore become the preventive program. Theoretically, through the use

of correlates, a population coOd be defined, identified, and

treated for "readinewithout ever using materials involving alpha-

betic symbols.

Correlate-based programs have been of value in ruling out" factors

which might interfere with the acquisition of reading skills. It

is not certain whether special programs are needed to train such

correlates of-reading behavior, or whether these activities are

already available to the regular program. Palmer (1970) has ana-

lyzed traditional b'asal "readiness" programs and found that they

12
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contain many activities of special programs" such as that of the
Frostig (1964). However, it may be that such activities ha've been
neglected in favor of other use of the time allotments available
to the classroom.

Preoccupation with correlative characteristics might be detrimen-
tal where correlation is considered either as causation or as the
target behavior of program developinent and mhere that target be-
havior might more appropriately be directly related to reading
performance. In practice, a predictive measure may be considered
so predictive that difficulty with the correlate, such as eye-
hand coordination, could preclude entry into a direct reading pr
grain.

Severity, Emealla, and duration

Instructional factors are often used to suggest that a child has
not responded to adequate instruction (e.g., Eisenberg, 1966)
What constitutes adequate instruction for a particular child, how-
ever, is by MD means clear, especially in such vagne definitions.
The instructional factor is directly related to severity and to
prognosis.

Critchley (1964) has suggested that the definitional criterion,
in s ite of o1per instruction, be improved by substituting the
wd conventiona1 or prorer. The placement of the criterion of
resistaWistruot on ii lies that a thorough history of the
instruction the learner has so successfully "resisted" and a
description of the situation to which he would be assigned become
a vital part of deternining treatment service.

Closely related to instructional factors is the question of the
duration of the condition within an individual, for persistence is
considered to be a primary indicator both of the existence of dys-
lexia and of the severity of impairment. It has been the tradi-
tional indicator of the prognosis for responsiveness to remedial
efforts.

Persistenc of the condition is of vestionable criterial value
because a diagnosis of dyslexia ir which it has been "understood"
that the condition would persist into adulthood might have de-
terred systematic Gpplication of intervention measures. Case
studies of adult dyslexics have relied upon retrospective remi-
niscence, with no known longitudinal studies of exhaustive



treatment alternatives having been applied to a single person in

a scientificsily acceptable manner.

Without recourse to various treatment conditions it is impossible
to state accurately duration, severity, or prognosis. Yet, the

service consequences associated with duration, severity, and prog-

nosis are primary considerations in using the resources of the

schools in a way that should be of maximum human return for the

costs involved. Thus a district with limited resources would be

likely to choose to give first service priority to those retarded

readers who showed the most "aptitude" for improvement within the

service the district chose to, or could, provide. When services
are being initiated and it is known that results of an immediately
observable nature will determine continuance of that service, a
deliberate decision might be made to exclude severe cases of poor

prognosis until widespread support is obtained for the program in

general. While such decisions are irrelevant to service need, they

are relevant to problems of obtaining service delivery.

Etiologies

Etiology is concerned with cause-effect relationships, preferably
demonstrable through the establishment of experimental variables.

If an entity of dyslexia could be identified reliably, it should

eventually become amenable to understanding, in the sense of pre-

diction and control.

Medical interest in prediction and control has provided a scien-

tific analogue that is potentially useful to the educator. At

times the medical preoccupation with etiology has been misinter-

preted and ill-adapted by educators who have been content to hy-

pothesize a medical cause for an educational phenomenon without

understanding that prediction and control are the reasons for in-

terest in etiology. For example, a doctor might say that a person

died of "rabies," while actually assuming that his audience was
aware that the person died as a direct function of the introduction
of a specific virus into the organism. Knowing that the introduc-
tion of that virus will result inexorably in a certain sequence of
events, an antivirus can be administered to a patient in order to
prevent the occurrence or that sequence of symptoms labelled

"rabies." FUrthermore, knowledge of how the virus is transmitted
enables the prevention of its introduction, and consequently the

symptoms called "rabies" (Staats and Staats 1963).
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The medical analogue!, however, is not tota137 applicable to educa-
tion. It is usually considered neither advisable nor desirable to
experimentally Hproducen cases of severe reading disability, as has
been done with the phenomenon of stuttering (Flanagan, Goldiamond,
and Azrin, 1958). With direct manipulation of variables unavail-
able as a technique for determdning the etiology(ies) of dyslexia,
rescocch personnel have had to rely upon rethods of indirect proof.

Both the historical reconstruction of events and/or factors which
might have been instrumental in producing reading disability and
the investigation of concomitant factors and/or events have been
primary methods of indirect proof of etiology of dyslexia. Neither
has been completely successful; yet each has had treatment conse-
quences at times out of proportion to the validity of the inference
made. An examination of several representative definitions of
dyslexia shows the extreme range of etiological orientation, from
internal to external to interactive.

Three basic etiological positions are identifiables the internal-
ist, as distinct from the others, places the origin of dyslexia
within the learner. The externalist sees dyslexia as an environ-
mentally caused phenomenon. The interactionist considers roots
both in the environment and the learner. While treatments may
actually be similar regardless of which etiology is considered,
the distinctions are made here on the basis of presumed origins
and the assumption of these three diverse positions. Each is
discussed in more detail below.

The internalist etiology. A recent publication of the National
!titute Diseases and Stroke, Central rocess-

sfunctions in children: a review of (Chalfant
and Schef e 'n, 1369), several Times emphasizes th'e- internal
nature of minimal neurological dysfunction as reflected in
various behavioral syndromes. Both of these authors and Nhsland
(1969) in the preface to their review, emphasize that environ-
mental factors are not responsible for the problems the Child so
labelled encounters.

Treatment consequences of a neurological etiology position vary.
If poor neurological organization is thought to manifest itself
at a critical time in a child's development, a return to the
presumed developmental lJvel and reteaching of successive perceptual-
motor tasks are considered necessary prerequisites to formal read
ing instruction (e.g., Delacato, 1966; Kephart, 1960). Others con-
sider that instruction may continue, but in altered forms to account
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for alterations of learning processes e.g., Johnson and Myklebust,

1967; Strauss and lehtinen, 1947)0

Several authors (e.g., Cohn, 1964; Reed, 1970) have provided inter-
pretive reviews of the evidence for the minimal brain dysfunction

syndrome. Read (1970) in examining the evidence for teaching
brain-injured children to read suggested that without evidence of

brain damage or se, the diagnosis of brain injury becomes a self-

fulfilling prophecy. He concluded that there is insufficient as-
sessment of the quality of the medioal criteria used in the docu-

mentation of brain damage to warrant the radical changes in life-

style which are frequently recommended when such a diagnosis io

made. Cohn (1964) had earlier questioned the validity and relia-

bility of the neurological assumptions. Critchley (1964) has also

discounted the minimal brain dysfunction construct as a major

source of reading difficulty, but because it failed to account for
what he believes to be a genetic component in dyslexia.

Localization of cortical function has been a topic of related con-

cern. An excellent review of the history of this controversial
problem (Krech, 1962) concludes that there is insufficient evidence

for advocating any one position over another.

The interactionist etolo. Maturational lag (e.g. de Hirsch,

Jansky, and Langford, I 966J as an etiological explanation is an

example of an interactive, correlate model based upon the asaump--

tion that differences in the rate of development have been respon-

sible for poor response to the school environment structured for

normally developing children:

The clinical impression of these youngsters was one of

striking immaturity. Their performance resembled that

of chronologically younger subjects not only in oral

language, but also in a variety of perceptuo-motor tasks.

So frequently was this pattern encountered that it

raised the question of whether neurophysiological im-

maturity, as reflected in relatively primitive perceptuo-

motor and oral-language functioning, might be linked to
subsequent deficits in reading, writing, and spelling,

all of which require a high degree of differentiation and

integration (1966, p. 5).

The maturational lag position is closely relai;ed to developmental

psychology which is primarily concerned wi.th the nature of the

organization of responses as that organization changes over time

1
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(e.g., Zigler, 1963). If a child who read werd by halting word

changed to reading smooth phrases, it rlight be inferred that organi.

zational changes had occurred in the way-he either viewed or was

able to carry out the expected tas.

The Internally posited supraordinate mechanisms responsible for

transition from one stage of development to another of increased

complexity are considered to be developed through a combination of

internal change over time and through change structured by the

environment. Programs based upon notions of developmental lag are

frequently called "transition" programs to reflect their theoreti-

cal origin in developmental psychology, although as popularly used,

the term refers to a "transition" between kindergarten and first

grade.

Children who are considered to be "lagging" in development are

usually given a prolonged period of "readiness" instruction before

they enter the mainstream educational program. Such a readiness

program frequently, but net necessarily, consists of training in

perceptuo-motor and general language behaviors. Its activities

are often structured around nage norms" rather than actual obser.

vation of the child's developmental level. It should be noted

parenthetically that where such programs have proved necessary,

provision must be made for the primary teacher either to make

judgments or to carry out these judgments regarding the appropriate

tine to begin formal reading instruction for a particular child.

The particular aspects of development which are emphasized in a

particular program depend stronAy upon the biases of the personnel

who make the diagnosis of developiental lag. The techniques used

are frequently generalized rather than specifically oriented to a

particular child. This is necessary because few program users are

sufficiently sophisticated in the theory or application of develop-

mental psychology to moalfy preplanned group treatment programs

and because of the dependence upon availdble tests as bases for

program planning.

The unobservable nature of the internal cognitive structure makes

it difficult to determine the effect of any of the programs built

around the concept of maturational lag except by changes in pre-

aimed correlates of cognitive development. Problems Involved in

the use of correlates have been suggested previously in the pre-

sent chapter.

1 7
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The externalist 211212a. The external etiology position is not
found mn the literature of dyslexia because the ultimate implica-

tion of the exogenous or environmentalist position is that there

need not exist an entity of dyslexia if it proves to be amenable

through specialized instruction Professionals in this area
simply do not choose to define dyslexia at all. Because of an
unwillingness to believe that any such condition need exist, the

externalist views deficits within the instructional situation to

be primarily those of the teaching conditions. Teaching would
include all instruction which occurs either deliberately or acci-

dentally within the totality of the child's environment.

Treatment consequences are primarily concerned with changing the

essential condition under which dyslexia might be "diagnosed,"
i.e., reading performance (e.g., Haring and Hauck, 19693 Home,
1966). If a program has been unsuccessful in teaching a child to

read, it can be said that the program is not accountable for pro-

ducing change because of something unobservable within the child.

The environmentalist position mould consider the program to be at

fault and correctable to the point that the child would succeed

at the given task.

Bloom's (1968) concept of mastery learning, Gagne's (1965) interest

in the conditions of learning, and the trend toward accountability

have all been influential in suggesting that most children can learn,

given the appropriate individually tailored program. Because of-the

actual centrality of the learner in determining exactly-which as-

pects of the environment should be changed or modified, it is doubt-

ful that "external" is the proper term to describe interest in the

instructional situation except in its most theoretical sense.

An apparent contradiction in the previously-noted statement by

Masland (1969, p. iii) about the different "child" rather than

the different "environment" occurred when he continued to discuss

the rigid Imposition of arbitrary standards of educational achieve-
ment and the inability of some children to cope with those stand-

ards. Specialized instructional practices were recommendee to assist

the child with his coping. Interestingly enough, the focus upon
special arrangements of the environmental condition, instliuntion,

is recommended by proponents both of the internal and the external

etiology positions. Both mould agree that individualization of in-

struction occurs when a child's current level of functioning is used

as a basis for moving to a level of increased competence or colm-

plexity. They differ, however, in that the internalist focuses upon

hyiothesized unobservable constructs or variables to account for
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under consideration, utile the externalist is concerned
'ng functonal relationehips among observable be-

Prdblems in iing etiology. Treatment does not necessarily
17135-EgFause he aÜt etio ogy of a reading disability renains un-
known. While the search for etiology(ies) continues, treatment
procedures continue to be developed for prevention and intervention.
It sometimes happens that a child is excluded from instructicn al-
together until etiology, or the "real cause" of failure is estab-
lished. (If a poorly designed program is the student's only in-
structional alternative, such a meaeure might indeed prove to be
the most appropriate "treatment.") Concern for prediction and
control does not preclude interest in the developeent of treatman
strategies.

Educational priorities are assigned in rms of personnel, time,
and financial allocations. If educators assign priorities to tra-
ditional etiological investigations to the exclusion of concern for
treatment, valuable resources are potentially lost to the improve-
ment of the instructional milieu. Such an outcome would be es--
pecially unfortunate in view of the fact that the need for well-
considered differential intervention is the one area in which
divergent views are united.

The present authors view the traditional controvorgy about the
etiology of dyslexia as important to understand and as gravely
misinterpreted by the educational community. They discount none
of the tentative positions and yet believe that if the search
for a universal etiology should continue, it would be unlikely to
yield improvement in instructional practices.

In taking a position regarding etiology, it would seem that from
the point of view of the educator, interest should be focused upon
environmental modifications based upon carefUl, precise dbserva-
tion of the responses of the child. In this sense it would be
considered interactionist in nature.

ClassificatIon systems

The terns etiology and classification are often used inter-
changealAy in the literature, but it is necessary to differentiate
between them. Etiology is concerned with the establishment of
causal relationships. Classification is the determination of the
boundaries within which certain forms of reading disability can be
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categorized, and categorized in such a way that the criteria for
inclusion are mutually exclusive, yet aggregately exhaustive of
the possibilities available. Etiology may or may not enter into

the classification scheme.

The three classifications suggested by Rabinovitch (1959; 1968)

include presumed etiology as well as symptomatology, correlates,
and severity. The first level, psimary rpading retardation
(developmental dyslexia), refers to prdblems with integration of
the meaningfulnees of written material, especially letters and

words. No history of brain damage should be present, although the

problem would seem to be of neurological or internal etiology.
The second level, readi retardation secondary to brain inj4a,
refers to problems iiiIing from Jiowii braiñda3gé. The T-cl
level, reading retardation seconder-5z to exogenous factors, involeres

intact capacity to learn to read but suggests that a discrepan
between achievement level and expectation has occurred because of

a variety of external factors (1968)

In the Rabinovitch scheme demarcations between or ar-ng classes are

tenuous at best. Most classification schemes in reading are meant

primarily as tentative groupings with an eventual implication for

differential treatment. Independence of categories is seldom
achieved (Money, 1962), and classification itself is an abstraction

process which does not inherently suggest an appropriate treatment

unless the categories are empirically, ftnctionally verified.

Exclusion factors

Decisions to provide exclusive or inclusive services are always

limited by the parameters of the population defined. The parameters

in turn may:be determined by a variety of factors other than the

sheer numbers of children who fit a particular definition. Histori-

cally, the decision for treatment of dyslexia was made in a special

Lzed clinical setting. Clinical populations were (and for the most

part continue to be) defined, diagnosed, and treated postdictively.
Selection was frequently biased in favor of those for whom relatives

or school personnel were sufficiently motivated to seek further as-

sistance and who could also afford specialized services.

Service decisions in clinical settings are usually derived from

progressive screening of referred clients. Ingram (1960) has noted

the tendency for clinical refierral to come from higher socioeconomic

areas, and Critchley(1968) called attention to the tendency for

families to refer boyse

20
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There is a strong emphasis placed upon subjective, experience-based,
etiologically oriented judgments in clinical programs. Most pro-

fessionals who operate in specialized settings continue to suggest

that only highly trained personnel are competent to assess the evi-

dence regarding the presence or absence of "dyslexla."

Scores obtained on intelligence tests are invariably wed in or -

to rule out the population of children labelled as mentally re-

tarded (e.g., Monroe, 1932; Myklebust, 1968). This criterion is

usually stated for the purpose of excluding a population from ad-

ditive service resources. In most school districts special pro-
visione are made for the education of psychometrically retarded

children. A child can be legally retarded in one state but not

in another because of the arbitrary nature of legislation. If

scores on intelligence tests ere incorporated into an exclusion

formula, a child might also be "dyslexic" in one state, but not

elexic in another. There is also an as yet unsupported assump-

tion that retarded children would be more responsive to the special

service for children of psychometrically limited intelligence. It

is quite possible that the exclusion of mental retardation from
population definitions makes both label and service for dyslexia

mere attractive to parents.

Cultural deprivation is another excluding "characteristic" used to

limit service. However, as with other subpopulations, those who

were once excluded from service are now being included as children

who would, if seen clinically, be labelled as dyslexic e.g.,

Tarnopol, 1970).

The focus in this discession has been to point out some of the

implications of elenents in definition aimed at exclusion. The

main concern suggested here is that attempts to "define" dyslexia

have ultimately led to limiting service while there remain children

who have reading disabilities and who need services thgy are not

receiving.

STMARY

Discussion in this chapter has been concerned with introducing the

practitioner to sone of the implications of various elements in.

volved in definitions of dyslexia. If dyslexia has been previously

considered to be a specific form of severe reading disability, it

has been slwested that a variety of factors have served to prevent

21
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the establishment of one definition or interpretation of that form.
The mord form has generally been dropped in favor of dyslexia as
the generic term for severe reading disability, or possible reading
disability, with various hypothesized causes, correlates, and symp-
toms.

Pragmaticism long ago suggested that the value of definitions is
dependent upon how the consequences derived and the operations pre-
scribed add to knowledge. It has also suggested that in some areas
it should be considered appropriate to construct a variety of defi-
nitions leading to independent olinsequences. This viewpoint is
quite consistent with current trends in educational research which
are designed to assist with the decision making function so vital

to improved service (e.g., Cronbach and Suppes, 1969; Guba 1967;

Stufflebeam, 1969)

Research definitions peculiar to a specified problem are likely to

continue, for whether or not the term dyslexia is retained, severe
reading disability will not disappear for sone time. One of the

problems in examining the literature on dyslexia is that the term
is not uniformly used in studies which employ comi,arable variables

or that other terns such as minimal brain dysfunction or Ramina
disabilities are used synonymously with dyslexia. It would seem
more appropriate to examine the studies or reports themselves than

to study the terms used to describe the study or the discussion.

Research implicatims

Most research in reading disability deals with the phenomenon it-

self or with its presuned correlates. One type of research effort

which is seldom considered, however, has potential value for under-

standing what um are about as we advocate another specialized
category of "exceptionality." For instance, research might well
delve into the historical changes in definitions (as well as their

implications) resulting from the pressures of parents, the popular
press, professional organizations, and the like. It should also
be possible to explore the impact that the label dyslexia and its
varying definitions has had on the expectations, reactions, and
consequent practices of children, parents, and others involved in

the problem situations encountered in cases of reading disability.
It may well be the case that labelling for and of itself has had

the same serious negative consequences in reading disability that

it has had in so many other fields.

22
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Additional reference to the definitional controvsm

If the rnader should wish to explore the definitional controversy
further, he is referred to several rerolews published recently.
Adams (1969) presents a humorous discussion of definitions of dys-
lexia. lie report of the National Advisory Committee on Dyslexia,
(Templetm, 1969) provides an excellent summary review of contro-
versies on both definition and etiology. Finally, Critchley's
(1964) monograph place s the definitional conceptualizatiors of
dyslexia in a historic0.

In using any of these reviews the reader is cautioned about dis-
tortion that can result from relying on secondary sources and is
urged to consult nrimary sources for an accurate presenbation of
individual positions: Distortion is not rareone example is
found in &dam& (1969) article in which he omits a key portion of
the definition reported by Zedler (1967) of the Working Group on
Dyslexia.1

1 An interesting error is contained in the Critchley review (p.8)
In a discussion of Sanuel Orton's strephosymbolia (twisted sym-
bol), cerebral dominence notions, Dr. Orton is dated as entering
"the scene" in 1952. Orton died in 1948 and the date should
have been 1925.(Mrs. Isabel Craig.)

2
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GOSIS

The sequence of treatment for dyslexia has usually involved (1)

definition, (2) etiology hypo hesis, (3) diagnosis, (4) remediat on,

and occasionally (5) efficacy. These activities have functioned

primarily independently, with diagnosis as the pivotal term related

to definition and etiology and also closely linked with remedial

procedures.

Additional attention will be given in Chapter Four to diagnosis as

it relates specifIcally to remediation. The focus of the present

chapter is on the delineation of diagnosis concepts in terms of

the problems in establishing a rationale for the selection of ele-

ments to be singled out for observation.

DIAGNOSIS AS IDENTIFICATION

One meaning of diagnosis is that of identifying a "disease" from

its signs or symptoms. This clnnotation emPhasizes its relation-

ship to definition and etiolGgy. Diagnosis of this sort reflects

medical use of the term and implies that once a disease has been

identified there will likely be professional agreenmnt about

treatment procedures. However, in any scientific field, profes-

sional consensus is rot always reached unless prediction and con-

trol have been reliably demonstrated.

The global naming idea of diagnosis has been of little value in

remedial reading because there is no one-to-one correspondence

between diagnosis of reading disability or dyslexia and its prog-

nosis for the individual or for the precise specification of

remediation procedures. Its use is primarily one of recognioing

that some kind of problem requires contact with tha remedial

service. Naming is therefore, a potential decision to provide
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available service, with the nature of that eervice unpredictable
and dependent upon local factors such as training level of person-

nel, facilities, etc.

Local school districts may set up procedures for provisional iden-
tification of reading problems. The criteria involved in provision-
al identification range from teacher nomination to sophisticated
test-based assesement (e.g., Silberberg, Iverson, and Silberberg,
1969). Diagnosis of this sort is referred to as screening, -with
further assessment made before deciding to provide service or to

determine the nature of that service. Screening models for inter-
vention in severe reading disability usually imply that a problem
is already present and in this sense are consistent with illness
notions and medical interest. Neither is of value in suggesting
the character of remediation.

Early screening. Early screening is used to provide differential
early programing for children considered to be of high risk when
formal reading instruction is begun. Such endeavors usual37 as-
sume that once a "readiness lag" is made up, normal instructional
procedures can be Initiated with success. Less frequently it ix
assumed that children so identified will need continuous surveil-
lance throughout their entire school careers.

Hill (1970) has classified early screening models into four general

categories: illness, immaturity, poor coping, and environmental
match-mismatch. Illness and immaturity have been discussed in

Chapter Two.

The coping model, however, suggests that a generally agreed upon
crisis has occurred in the child's life, causing a disruption of

expected growth. Entry into the school situation from the home

might be an example of a crisis situation for some children. In-

dividual prediction of reactions to future crisis situations is

difficult at best and has not been pursued at Pli for preventive
treatment in reading, although it has received attention in gen-
eral mental health e.g., Ojemann, 1968).

The match-mismatch mndel, i.e., determining what discrepancies
exist between the child's behavior and the behavior expected by
significant others in his environment, is becoming of increasing
interest as the notion of the child's total ecology receives atten-
tion (e.g., Gray, 1963; Lewis, 1966; Rhodes, 1967).- The general
literature dealing with the mismatch of the "middle-class" teacher
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and the "disadvantaged" child provides excellent exanples of this

point of view.

Adelman (1969, 1970) has suggested that the teacher factor be given
increasing attention, to the extent of determining pupil placement

for beginning-reading instruction on the basis of a pupil behavior-

teacher expectation match. Just as individual differences occur in

children, so does teacher behavior differ in some important reepects.

For example, soma teachers are more tolerant of "disruptive be-

haviors" than are others (Kroth, 1969).

If a teacher is reirforced by conforming behavior, such as a de-

scrptive category found on one report card sample, "responds in-

stantly to signale (Brown County, Indiana, 1970)0 the active

child may be labeled "hyperactive," "inattentive," "emotionally
disturbed," etc. and removed from systematic instruction. If

idiosyncratic teacher behaviors Which would seemto be detrimental

to specific children are identified, then either the child could

be moved ta- a more appropriate situation or the teacher could be

taught to change her behavior toward the child (e.g., Adelman and

Feshbach, 1969). In any case, attention must be diverted from the

search for the "ideal" teacher of the "ideal" child toward teaching
child and teacher to cope with less than ideal relationships. Com-

puter assisted and programed instruction has been advocated in some

instances because the "teadher surrogate" is considered to be rela-

tively impartial in dispensing feedback.

In addition to the role of the teacher as an element to be evalu-

ated within the instructional environment, Severson (1970) reported

that teachers administering a variety of early screening instru-
ments responded by using teaching procedures rather than following

standardized testing instructions. There was also great varia-
bility in the amount of tine and thought used in filling out check-

lists provided. Severson's report would seem to give additional

support for the notion of further research in determining the

validity and reliability of screening instruments if they are in-

deed to be usefUl as indicators of differential program modifica-

tion.

The growing body of literature dea/ing with early screening uni-
formly suggests that teacher nomination from observation of class-

room tasks is at least as valid as considering performance on

externally produced instrunents (e.g., Bower, 1969 for emotional
problems; Haring and Ridgway, 1967 for learning problems ). Should

1



this indeed be true, teachers will play an increasingly more direct
role in the diagnostic precess, but not as formal test administrators.

DIAGNOSIS AS ANALYSIS

Identification is usually based upon what yers and Bammill (1969)
refer to as a "discrepancy model." The discrepancy concept refers
to the idea that a child's measured or observed performance is be-
low what various tests or observations suggest he should be capable
of doing. Additional analysis is then made to determine why there
is a discrepancy and/or how to close the gap between acouired and
assumed potential performance.

Diagnosis as identification is closely related to the first portion
of the treatment sequence. Another connotation of the term, di-
agnosis as analysis, is more concerned with remediation and efficacy.
It is to this weighting, i.e., diagnosis-remediation-efficacy,
that Strang refers when she suggests the need for arliitional pro-
fessional attention to the diagnostic process (1968, p. 158).

Status enalys1 s

Two basic types of analytic diagnoeis explore the nature of an in-
div1.dne7 disability. There may be a categorical inventory of the
amount of a predetermined content learned by the time of the assess-
ment. The specific content sometimes involves knowledge about
what is taught In many reading programs, i.e., letter names, con-
sonant and vowel identification, rules or generalizations, etc.-
The classroom teacher frequently engages in this type of assess-
ment when she checks progress in workbook activities. An analysis
of this sort is not necessarily an indication of reading ability
=:. se. That is, a child may know maw generalizations about read-
ing and yet never apply them to or associate thee:Leith reading
except in a teacher-directed activity. An analysis of this sort
is similar to status studies In research literature.

A status determination mgr also be used to find the range and con-
tent of a child's repertoire of response units. These typically
consist of isolated sound-symbol correspondences, oral reading
characteristics, etc. They are more closely related to actual
reading behavior than knowledge about reading.
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An example of the second type of status analysis is found in
standardized diagnostic tests designed to -categorize items known
from items unknown, such as specific sound-symbol correspondences.
The remedial program which follows a status assessment usually
consists of teaching the child classes of items he does not know.
His "reading" then is said to improve as he is able to complete
a greater quantity of items on the test. Hou the learner is to be
taught is not indicated by information regarding the learner's
status.

Individual reading inventories (IRI) are also administered to de-
termine reading status. In addition to the inventory-of content,
these instruments may-provide information about the oral reading
errors made by the learner.

Oral reading errors have been classified traditionally according
to their "formal similarity," i.e., they have certain response
elements in common. These elements are frequently designated by
terms such as omission, substitution, insertion, repetition, or
hesitation (e.g., Monroe, 1932; Gray, 1967). They are usually
assessed quantitatively, and the relative frequency of each error
type becomes a qualitative measure of reading behavior.

Errors might be thought of as interfering with expected reading
achievements If the errors were not made, there would be no aohl ve
nent problem because expected performance would occur. Monroe
suggested that persistence of error implies that some factor has
interfered with the process of learning to read (1932, p. 34). The

use of an IRI to determine static categories of errors offers no
better lead to remediation than do standardized diagnostic tests.
They-do, however, provide at least an opportunity to engage in more
detailed observation of the child's behavior during the testing
experience.

Seldom has the problem of reliability of an analytic status assess-
ment stit:h as that obtained from an IRI been questioned, and yet
when in practice only one obeervation of the child's behavior is
made, "the total ranee of variability remains undetected" (lovitt,

1967, p. 234). No reference to stability c4t7 baseline procedure
or to range of variability of individual performance could be fOund
by the present authors in an exploration of the literature dealing
with remedial reading.
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Process analysis

A second basic type of analytic diagnosis, process analysis, deter-
mines the sequence of steps or structure the individual /earner uses

to produce the responses he gives. Process analysis is necessary
to generate instructional procedures which will assist the individ-
ual in acquiring the responses considered as indicative of good read-

ing ability.

There are several reasons for stressing process when studying read-

ing disability. Some children dbtain a "right" answer for the

wrong reasons. Examples include instances such as theses

1) The beginning reader ads" pictures rather than
words.

2) A flashcard word is identified by a finger smudge.

3) A word is known in one context and not in another
because it is carried by the language pattern in one
situation and not carried in the other.

4) K Child responds to a teacher cue such as a head or
hand movement rather than to the "reading" stimuli.

A child might also "knore in one medium and not In another. One

childwas told that he could not spell jump, because his mwss con-
sistently undifferentiated from n in his writing. He failed to

understand the eacher's insistence that he could not "spe' the

word correctly.
Nature of procelq. A process may take on the characteristics of

a unit Ucontent, as in initial consonant substitution. What seems
to be one task can actually be broken down into numerous consid-
erations': -In diagnosing a child's difficulty with "initial conso-
nant sUbstitution," limited task and status analyses maybe per-
formed by the teacher to determine whether or not a child has
learned (1) the components of sound,-symbol association of the ini-

tial consonants, as in Ail-57 or /ki-/EL73 (2) the base word such

as rat; and perhaps (3) the new words bat and cat. Seldom, however
is process diagnosis used to determine the complex sequence of steps

2Additiona-
Rosenthal (1 966

ussion of error analysis is found In Clinchy and
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theoretically required or used by different children to change
rat into cat or bat.

For examples depending upon the language used by the teacher or
the programs several potential parts of such a process may be

identified* The first part of each word must be separated from
the remainder. Problems of isolation of sounds from their pho-
nemic context may arise. Symbols are in spatial orders; sounds

in temporal orders. First or initial parts of words may then
be interpreted in the different dimensions of space and time.

First and last are themselves directional terms which might not

be understood by the child. The entire problems of sound blend-
ing, semantics, etc., could also enter into process determdna-

tion.

Few teacher education programs include training the practi-

tioner in analyzing the nature of responses potentially encom-

passed in a seemingly simple task. Rarely do they include ob-
servation of the particular parts of potential process elements

which are actually incorporated by an individual child into

the sequence he uses.

Misinterpretations of process. The notion of process seems
straightforward, and yet the diverse interpretations attached

to 'process assessment render it currently somewhat ineffective

as a basis for the development of useful, comprehensible treat-
ment procedures. In oractice, a correlated performance test
may be substituted for an achievement test and labeled as pro-

cess. For example, one psyohoeducational report explained that

a child's real problems involved linguistic "processes" because
he scored in the lower range of an Illinois Test of rtycholin-

guistic Abilities (ITPA) subtest. In addition, he did not know

his telephone number. Neither piece of information suggests a
valid description of process.

Sometimes process is equated with sensory modality, as in ref-

erence to a visual rather than an auditory "process." While it
may be useful to know a preferred or more efficient channel of
communication, the key to process is action in a sequence, and

exact action sequences involved in a particular use of vision
have not been described by this meaning of the term.

Pbsitive interpretations. Instances of uhat process is not
might be pursued at length, but positive denotations are more

likely to lead to improved service to children. Dictionary
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definitions suggest common elements of continuous action occurring
in a series or special order with the expectation of an end or re-
sult. Sometimes the ideas of naturalness and of gradualness are
introduced, and in manufacturing there is the interpretation of
treatment involving an artificial modification designed to produce
a uniform product. The industrial meaning is especially interest-
ing in the sense that it is sometimes suggested that many children
experience "learning disabilities" only because the educational
system allows little tolerance for variation in "processing" chil-
dren. The expectation of a uniform product obtained through the
most efficient procedure is the industrial and military analogue
against which much criticism of the educational enterprise has been
directed.

The dynanics of process maybe considered infinite over time, as
in a physical growth sequence, or as infinitesimal as the uttering
of a single syllable. In either case, both the diagnostic problem
and the diagnostic ubility lie in the necessity to (1) describe
the action, (2) stop pieces of that action at appropriate points,
and (3) to subject each piece to the kind and power of magnifica-
tion essential to comprehension. Such magnification may be sensory
in nature, as-with still and time-lapse photography, with sound
sprectrography, and with audio tapes. It may also be conceptual,
as in the reconstruction of the extremely complex sequence in-

volved in substitution of initial consonants. In SOMB ways this-
is-precisely what is essential to performance assessment. A pro-

cess framework, however, demands that agy single performance be

evaluated only within its relationship to preceding or subsequent
functioning.

It could be argued reasonably that there exists no performance which
is independent of process. Some interpretations of process refer
to its illusory quality, much as a motion picture results from the-
rapid sequencing of a series of discrete, still pictures. Perform-

ance may be one feozen frame viewed at a given time, but in need of
spatial or temporal context to make it a part of process.

Process asSesament is useful in a way that knowledge of traditional
etiology is not. To be aware that a child is brain injured due to
perinatal trauma suggests little in the way of intervention. To

know that a perfoi4eance has not occurred because of specified ac-
tions, sequencing, or-expected result, provides a basis for the
design of alternatives more likely to produce that performance,
whether the process be biomedlcal, psychological, or educational.
Bigge (1970) has designed an experimental training program of films
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and guide to teach the teacher to assess both acts and sequence

In ana]zing a performance deficIt.

The key to understi3L g process assessment is ound in the abIlity

to tnderstend functional relationshIps. Sometimes a process tskes

on performance characteristics to such an auiomatic level that

change is nearly impossible to effect, even though a process ex-

aminatIon reveals that the cor onents are not serviceable. In re-

medial reading, there is sri assuption that knowledge of a phonic

Word attack process dU lead to improved word decodIng. For some

children, however, a phonic a- roach never leads to the desired

outcome and may In fact result in an aversion to reading. If a

classroom methodology has been Ineffective, and if a locally popu-.

lar remedial methodology has been ineffective, then differeit

actions, ilfferent sequences, or different outcomes must be ex-

plored. It is In this framework of alternatIves to total ee

ences, or to process cconenta, that the learning disabilities

orientations turns to oe of individual differences requiring

1nriicIonal differentiation; and it is In recognizing and. pro.

viding iiacñal d firentiation for learning dti'fersflcns

that the tncdence of reading disabilitIes will ultimately be

reduced.

vestigo of pçess any±a. An example of process analy-

us his been developed by Goodman (1969) and others (e.g., Brwn,

1970) interested in psycholinguistic processes. A correlate of

readir.g behavior, language structure or patterns, has been shown

to be diectiy related to the errors made by a child as he reads,
however limited that reading m ghb be.

instead of traditional statIc error classIfications, functional

relationships of language responses are analyzed at the grapho-

phonic, antactio, and aematIc levels. Such analyses seek to

determine wider whai conditions or within what context an error

occurs.

Error concepts such as these by Goodman have implied, that on

entire reconceptualization of the reading process is necessaty
(1968). Other authora, notably Byan and Senmiell (1969), have
given support to the need fox' reconceptnaiization of the process

of reading. In the area of reading education authors such as

McCuflough (1968) and Stauffer (i 969) have ath'ocated ref orinulating

the traditional content of reading instruction toward a process

approach.

Li
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Studies of strategies for using context clues, e.g., Ames (1966)

and Quealy (1969) have been nada, but primarily with older readers.
Marchbanks and Levin (1965) have looked at process as they in-
vestigated the importance of consonant position related to verd
length to determine strategies employed by beginning readers in
an experimental context. Durkin (1966) described the procesoes
used by preschool learners in her stugy of early reading. Nene of

these studies hae been specifically concerned with reading disa-
bility, and yet all are scattered examples of interest in process
as they attempt to delineate actual learner activities In equence

toward a specified goal.

Trial remediation is emerging as a diagnostic tool for making in-
ferences concerning the process the child uses. Tbis technAque is
closely related to error analysis noted previously, as well as to
the experimental analysis of behavior as used by psychologists.

Problems in implementation. Peocess assessment is extremely diffi-,
cult to implement at this time for several reasons. Teacher prepa-
ration programs do not have "trainers" who are adequately educated
to the point of view or to the range of training techniques. Few
leadership personnel are being prepared for such a gigantic task.

Previous learning history of teachers themselves interferes with
learning a completely different framework regarding diagnosis. In

this sense, the state of the art of process analysis is analogous
to that of mathematics education when "new math" began to arrive.
Textbook materials and standardized tests are not geared to process

is. The input and impact of publishers of educational materi-
als remain a powerful source of influence on practice.

Related to the previous consideration is the problem of having avail-
able a task analysis for frequent tasks in reading. No known ana3y.

see of process, such as those of Gagne'(1965) and Davies (1968)
suggested, have appeared. Their approach would mean identification
of a task in terms of experimentally defined and teachable pro-
cesses such as chaining, 22_icepLt formation, etc.

Because of the nebulous aspects of process analysis, it is not
expected to revolutionize current practices. It is emphasized in
this monograph because of the belief that it will ultimately pro-
duce true diagnostic teaching.

The practitioner must meanwhile begin questioning the content of
traditional courses in developmental and clinical reading A



thorough grounding in the primary literature of authors such as
Goodman (1968) is necessary to attain a more sophisticated under-

standing of the process concept.

SMART

Diagnosis has been viewed as the pivotal senent of the treatmnt

sequence for reading disability. If an identification connotation
of diagnosis is used, it is a part of a definition-etiology

weighting. If it is considered as analyvis, it is more closely re-

lated to remediation and efficacy.

Analytic assessment may be concerned with the status of the learner

or with the processes he uses to learn. Process is considered to

be the area likay to receive additional professional attention in

the nature, and hopefulAy, it will eventually change the content

of traditional reading programs.

The discussion in this chapter has been directly concerned with

reading assessment, but it should be recognized that the same con,

cepts readily apply to related areas such as handwriting and spell-

ing, or to sensorimotor development. Chapter Four presents an

examination of traditional remedial procedures as well as more

specific applications of procass assassmant and its relationship

to remediation and efficacy.
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Trends in the provision of service for problems encountered in
learning to read have been greatly influenced by clinical ex-
perience. Conditions of service have shifted from remedial to
preventive programs from a clinical to a school base, and from
tutorial to group instruction. An analysis of clinical experi-
ence has also provided the content for an emergent movement
toward what might be termed theubehavioralization" of the in-
structional process itself as it is employed in developmental
or remedi.J. programs.

The historical literature of treatment programs for tiyslexia has
been extracted from case studies and from techniques associated
with specific individuals. More technical delineation of the
clinical process is derived from experimental psychology. The dis-
cussion of treatment is organized into two distinct sections in
order to provide an overview of various representative treatment
approaches and to present ideas regarding possible ricasting of the
clinical process.

HIGH VISIBILITY APPROACHES TO TR3ATMENT

A distinction is made in this section between procedures desined
to be corrective in nature and those recommended for severely as-
abled readers. Corrective programs are considered to deal p-
marily with providing supportive activities for an ongoing develop-
mental program to accommodate minor variations necessary for indi-
vidual children. Remedial situations, however, suggest that the
developmental program itself must be vastly altered in terns of
instructional processes (Brawn 1967).

The focus of the procedure described initially is limited to the
second concept, or to the greatly altered practice. The first

4
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group of methodologies deals directly-with material involving the
use of alphabetic symbols as they form the visual base of each

program.

nommtative clinical 20=227s

Clinical procedures have traditionally been used for a tutorial
situation within special remedial eettings employing highly trained

personnel. The three approaches described below are well known
and are usually included within the repertoire of professionals
who work in specialized programs. It should be noted, however, that

most of the programs are actually collections of many techniques.

Ortoreealarigitme Systematic descriptions of unusual treatment
procedures were lacking until Dr. Samuel T. Orton (e.g., 1925;
1929; 1937) coined the term ctrcpoolia to refer to reading
disability characterized by-i-Trali-iihiCh persisted after the

period of beginning reading instruction. He based his notion of
etiology on Brocals hypothesis that language is controlled by the

hemisphere of the brain opposite the skilled hand (7861) Orton
observed that confusion in writing and spelling was also evident
in such readers and considered the entire syndrome to be a mani-
festation of incomplete dominance of the appropriate _2143 of the

brain. The procedures suggested by Orton and his fo7lowers Anna

Gillingham, Bessie Stillman, etc. were originally advocated for
those who failed to read with a "sight reading" approach that in

eluded phonics insbruction only incidentally. It was also sug-
gested that the content and meehodology of their treatment proce-
dures be used as a beginning reading program to prevent failure..

The Orton-Gillingham approach involves careful programing of a
specified sequence of visual-auditory-kinesthetic associations.
A concomitant writing and spelling program is also iacluded.

During the suggested retraining
other reading be discontinued.
is urged to the extent that the
is considered to jeopardize the

period it is recommended that all
Adherence to the program sequence
omission af any step in the sequence
success of the learner.

Because of the necessity for careful mnnitoring of individual stu-

dent response, attempts to use the procedures in a group situation

imply either additional personnel or changed management practices.

The public schools of Bloomington, Minnesota have incorporated a
group adaptation for use in regular classrooms (Enfield, 1970).



Treatment approache

Usually, however, the system is recommended for clinical use, as
in the Scottish Rite Hospital in Dallas (Cox, 1971)

The etiological rationale for the "strephosymbolia" approach has
been shown to be of questionable validity (e.g., Balow, 1968). The
methodology, however, continues to enjoy popularity. Case studies
of follomup of those involved in this kind of remediation are pre-
sented by Aargaret Rawson (1968) of the Orton Society. Manyof the
key elements of the programs e.g., use of phonic word patterns such
as hide, ride, etc., are incorporated into some of the current basic
reading programs. Full description of rationale and methodology
is available in a teacher text by Gillingham and Stillman (1960).

Fernald. 7he approach developed by Grace Fernald (19)43) has been
associated with that of Ortem-Gillingham, but it is actually quite
different both in rationale and in methodology. Assuming that
reading disability occurs for a variety of reasons, attention is
focused upon remedial techniques both for the totally and partially
disabled reader. Partial cases are considered the most trouble-
some because of the necessity for unlearning poor habits.

With the Fernald method a complete multisensory procedure is used.
Visual, auditory, tactile, and kinesthetic modalities are employed
as the learner traceJ and overlearns words he wishes to ?mow or
words familiar to him. While the methodology is sequentially
structured, the content need not follow patterns as required by
the Orton-Gillingham technique. Like the approach described pre-
viously, spelling and writing are taught along with the reading.

The Fernald approach may be used in medified form for group-work,
but it is primarily a method suited to a clinical or one-to-one
tutorial setting. In contrast to the Gillingham program, there
is no specific recommendation for using the technique as a pre-
ventive classroom measure. However, the continuous emphasis upon
providing success experiences by finding differing ways in which
individuals do learn is suggested as a means of providing success
with life demands such as "schoolwork."

Fernald's ider regarding the use-of content which interests the
learner is found in the language-experience approaoh to beginning
reading. The multisensory feature is found in some current devel-
opmental reading programs and has been antedated partiallv 85 a
feature of Montessori methodology (e.g., Standing, 1962
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Data of case studies are available in the basic teacher-text writ-

ten by 'Fernald (1943). Unlike those interested in reading related

behaviors alone, Fernald has also attended to mathematics and the

general problems of school failure.

lit_Ralt_BismaL. A more recently developed clinical approach which

deals directly with reading behavior is that of N. Dale BryaLt (1965).

Viewing dyslexia as a severe disability in word recognition with-

out reference to etiology, he suggests that many methods and materi-

als can be effective in the instructional situation as long as there

is adherence to the basic remedial framework.

The Bryant remedial framework itself was derived from clinical ex-

perience and describes principles dealing with gross content and

with methodology. Content is concerned with the perception of ele-

ments within words and with sound-symbol associations. Methodology

is governed by the provision of success experiences, car6fUl moni-

toring of student performance, overlearning, the development of

successive discriminations, and integrated review.

The context within which the remediation occurs requires such close

supervision and continuous planning that: as with previous approaches,

the management of such a program in a classroom situation would be

difficult. The principles advocated, however, are part of the con-

tribution of clinical practice to the design of classroom procedures.

Implications. The three representative clinical approaches described

above differ in some respects, 2,ret are similar in that they all re-

quire or provide:

1) the attention and involvement of the learner

2) planned success experiences, including immediate

restructuring of tx inappropriate task

3) consistent and continuous positive reinforcement

£m, appropriate responses

4) -mediate feedback to the learner

5) over'earning of basic response units

6) multisonsory stimuli and/or responses

7) interpersonal involvement
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the confidence of the clinician and/or the
learner in the methodology

It is not known which element or which combination of elements is

responsible for the successes reported in clinical work. It is
likely that future conceptualizations of the clinical approach will

view them as a repertoire of broad considerations to be accounted

for in the remedial situation.

Correlate or prierisiLe apProachps,

Some clinical recommendations do nob deal directly-with alphabetic

symbols and their meanings; yet they are considered remedial be-

cause they are concerned with presumed correlates and/or prerequi-

sites to the direct acquisition of reading behaviors. The four

approaches described below are broadly representative of the de-

velopmental or maturational lag position discussed in Chapter Two.

Neurological organization. Primitive levels of neurological or-
anization are the focus of the work of Doman, Delacato, et al.

e.g., 1959; 1960; 1966). Their treatment strategy is based upon
the assumption that improperly or insufficiently developed neuro-
logical functions can be brought to tha development states observed

in normally functioning children.

After neurological examination under the direction of specifically
trained personnel, locomotive behaviors such as walking, creeping,

crawling, etc. are observed. Through these observations and parent-
al reminiscence, the current and previJus success of the child at

each of the tasks represented in the clinical program is charted.
Instruction is begun at the earliest hierarchical level at which a

skill was not observed. There is an assumption that even if sub-
sequent skills did develop, they ware improperly structured be-

cause of the sequential interdependencies of developmental stages.
Either at the home with periodic re-evaluation at the clinic or in

the clinical setting, a highly structured program of activities is
initiated in which the limbs of the learner are moved by a team of

persons to conform to the appropriate movement pattern. It is as-

sumed that this external patterning wAll result in an internal and

corresponding change in neurological organization.

A direct instructional program in reading is begun when correct"

functional motoric behavior hae been produced. The reading program
is largely associational in nature so that words naming objects

within the learner's environment are mastered first. It is also

4
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suggested that young children who have developed appropriate neuro-
logical organization can be taught to read much earlier than the

traditional age of school entrance.

Of all approaches to remediation, the DemeneD cato strategy re-

mins the most controversial. The data presented in support of the

treatment have been questioned by tha academic community in terms

of tho appropriateness of the experimental design (e.g. Glass and

Robbins, 1967). Where replication of reported clinical procedures

has been attempted, conditions have not been sufficient37 con-

trolled to be called identical; yet replicability is a sine glia non

of the research enterprise. It is anticipated that controversy
regarding the Doman-Delacato programs will continue.

Perceptuo-motor readiness. Kephart (1963) and his followers are
interested primalrirfirgtages of development that occur after the

basic movement patterns of the Doman-Delacato program. He suggests

that the establishment of certeln relationships between the body

and gravitational forces is essential to the development of per-

cepteei and conceptual abilities. Physical exercises and gross
motor training are recommended as either rerodial or preventive

treatment. It is hypothesized that until perceptuo-motor develop-

ment in spatial dimensions and temporal sequences has been accom-

plished, the learner will continue to have difficulty in perceiving

order in the environment. Part of that environment would include

the spatial relationships of letters and words and tha temporal se-

quences of sound blending and the order of ideas.

Although originating as a clinical program, elements of perceptuo-

motor training have been incorporated into developmental physical

education programs in public schools. The notions and medifica-
tions of perceptuo-motor techniques have been of increasing inter-

est to physical educators. Where the field was once coneidered as

ancillagy to the academic program, the activities are increasingly

proposed by educators as an integral, essential part of academic

growth.

Physical therapists suoh an Ayers (1964) have been respansible for

that professionls growing interest in the relationship between motor

integrations and acadenic success. Specialists within the profes-

sion are etrrently being trained to work in public schools to develop

remedial and preventive programs of physicaL development.

Because of the visual aspect both of the act of reading and general

coordination involved in perceptuo-motor activities, ophthalmologists
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and optometrists also have become increasingly involved in public
school programs. However, at a recent conference, a group of oph-
thalmologists issued a statement to the effect that ophthalmology
as a profession was interested solely in ascertaining the healthy,
fUnctioning state of the eye. Dyelexia to this group fell within
the province of the educator (not the physician) to diagnose and
treat as he (the educator ) defined the phenomenon (Kettering Founda-
tion, 1969)

In optometry, an interest in perceptual problems possibly related

to reading problems has become an area of specialization. (Vision

is probably more closely concerned slith the visual-perceptual ap-
proach but is placed here because of the background of interest in

perceptuo-motor functions.) Some optometrists have developed
their own programs, with no reports of validation, designed for

use by educators. Eye-movement training and special lenses have
also been recammended by some members of this group.

Ptnctional relationships between improvement In pereeptuo-motor
perr-_mance and reading remain to be demonstrated reliably. Tho

effects of most of the treatments recommended by this group of

interested personnel, either in education or in related profes-

sions, have not been sufficiently assessed to warrant their whole-

sale or automatic inclusion in clinical or in school programs.

Research is needed concernirff the functional nature of the re-

lationship between perceptuo-motor activity and reading behavior.

At present, only moderate correlational evidence is available.

It would also seem desirable to investigate the phenomenon of the

process of persuasion as it relates to the adoption of educational

practices. There is a current tendency for some educaliors and

parent groups to initiate programs of perceptuo-motor training in

lieu of direct instruction in reading, with effectiveness evalu-

ated solely in terms of "satisfaction" by schools or parent groups.
Satisfaction may prove to be a crucial variable in instructional
improvement, or conversely, a barrier to changes that would bring

about instructional improvement. In this case, traditional re-
search should probably be supplanted or at least supplemented by
evaluation designs which can account for the needs and desires of

V,E1 total educational syntem, including parents and the community.

Visual perception. Perceptual theory deals partially with the
characteristics of dbjects as they appear to an observer. Many
theories are advanced to account for the processes underlying
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perceptual experience (e.g., disouesions in Koch, 1959). 'Yet all

are in some way concerned with five general characteristics of the

perceptual experiende. Form refers to the classification of ele-

ments so that relationships are set up, erovid:Ing order to experie

ence. clutzt c2nE±REET is concerned with the stability of a per-

ception even tlibiier-tEi perceived object appears vastly altered in

angularity, magnitude, or distance. Position in space is related
to the spatial orientation of the observer. Egmii-FIT; involves

quantification along dimension such as size, pitch, intensity etc.

Individual relevance for the observer is called m2aalna.

Some of the principles explorable from the psychology of perception

have been related to reading behavior. Marianne Frostig (e.g.,

1964) has produced a test (1964) and a program of activities (Fros-

tig and Horne, 1964) intended primarily for use with ycung school-

age children. The purpose of the program is to assist uith the

learning of what she considers to be concepts and/or structures of

visuai perception appropriate to the developmental educational task

reauirerents. Scrip boe,y movement and body-image activities are

included. Howeverr the Frostig approach is primarily a paper-and-

pencil medium for systematic instruction in attention to the visual

cues necessary to the consistent experiencing of two-dimensional
representation of objects.

The particular perceptual structures specified in this program are

eye-motor coordination, figure-ground discrimination, form or shape

constancy, position in space, and spatial relationships. These

areas are essentially those of Gestalt psychology.

Frostig activities have been used as a prereading program, as a

oubstitute reading program, and as a supplement to the develop-

mental reading program. There is an assumption that the use of the

materials Rase will prevent or remediate behaviors snch as is

versals and inappropriate visual discriminations.

In addition to their use with young children, the activities are

frequently recommended for the reeducation of older children who,

according to performance on the Frostig test, appear to be deficient

or lagging in perceptual development. This particular practice is

questionable because of the very different nature of the child in

a remedial situatioe, i.e., memories and expectations about read-

ing are usually built up so that the remedial reading tasks are not

comparable to those arranged for the "instructionally naive" school

beginner. Research reports consistently Indicate that the Froetig
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approach does not facilitate readin o (e.g., Wiederholt and

Hamill, 1971).

Although intended for use in assessing the developmental status or

else varied abilities within an individual child, the testing por-
tion of the program has come to be used as a classification device
much as a substitute for IQ testa. In some instances children are
segregated into special classes on the basis of a Frostig test

score only. A prognosis for success in early reading is also made

by some as the result of overdependence on the meaning of one test

score.

Unfortunately, program developers cannot control misapplication by

program users. Accountability and evaluation designs may, however,

focus attention upon the appropriateness and effectiveness of sueh

programs as they are related to the goals of the local district.

Language behavior. A fourth example of indirect treatment for

reading is that of language behavior. Reading is a part of the
language function and is considered to be influenced by and in

turn to influence ether areas of language activity. The Parsons

Language Sample, or PLS (Spradlin, 1963), and the Illinois Test

of Psycholinguistie Abilities, or ITN. (Kirk, McCarthy, and Kirk,

1961; 1968) were the first well known systematic attempts to as-

sess language as a communication process rather than a learned

dentent.

Of the two, the ITPA has athieved greater popularity as a diagnos-

tic instrument upon which remedial programs are based. Like the

Frostig test, it was originally designed as a means of evaluating
intralearner variability among several areas of language function-

-ing. It, too, has since become a means of classifying and segre-

gating children for sometimes inappropriate differential instruc-

tion.

The ITPA is basically organized to sample the processes of receiv-

ing language stimuli, or decoug; integrating new information into
previously learned cognitive structures, or 2ssociatingj and emit-

ting a response presumably connected with previous decoding and
associational activities, or enc9ding. The information involved is

considered to be either automaic-seguential or representational in
the sense of the degree to which the person must consciously struc-

ture his responses. Channels of communication are the sensory media

through which the information is decoded, associated, or encoded.

These channels include visual auditory, motor, and vocal. A two

5
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channel combination such as visual-motor is always used for the -s-

sociation process. Not all possible combinations are included in

the ITPA, and the current edition (1968) has added tests of Visual

Closure and Sound Blending.

The most widely used materials related to the ITPA model are found

in the Peabod2janguage Development Kits (Dunn, et al., 1965; 1966;

1967; and 1968). The programs are designed primarily for the class-

room teacher to use in a preventive approach to language disability.

Of perhaps greater significance than suggesting materials which cor-

respond to ITFA categories has been the role of dimensions of Chan-.

nels level, and process postulated in the test. They have served

as a conceptual guide for the analysis of task and response ele-

ments in the instructional process regardless of materialm or method-

ology used.

Implications. The four approaches described above are representa-

tive of a pervasive interest in the interaction of "readiness"

variables with reading instruction. They also reflect an increas-

ing focus upon variations within the individual learner in addition

to the traditional "individual differences" among persons. Unfor-

tunately, unirformed and indiscriminate adoption of programs these

approaches represent has frequently obscured their original intent.

The claim that these or similar programs are "new ways of reading"

that eliminate the need to be concerned with analysis of the de-

velopmental reading program are unwarranted.

lijala visibility approaches to treatment: summary

All of the approaches described call attention to the need for ob-

servation of the responses of the learner. The value of am," of

these programs may not lie in the specific matching of program to

learner deficit or ability, wIth research yet to demonstrate such

a correspondence. It maybe that their value occurs as those who

work with children begin to expand their awn concepts both of the

child as a learner and of the instructional management arrangements

necessary to provide a learning environment which maintains the

probability of his learning success.



RECASTING THE CLLNICAL PROCESS

Treatment_approaches

While preventive efforts Malle toward improvement of basic reading
programs for all children, there continues to exist a need for
providing remedial services for children who have experienced fail-

ure with the curriculum offered locally. Dissatisfaction with ex-
isting clinical methodology has occurred primarily because efficacy
studies have failed to show lasting effects of remedial attention.

Interest in the conditions under which clinical instruction occurs
has recast the model of the clinical process from the formerly
separated diagnosis and remediation to a continuous cyole analogous

to a series of hypothesis-testing situations. Serious considera-
tion of and training in the newer conceptualization of the clinical

process has not yet received the 09TIOUS attention of reading edu-

cation programs or researchers4

Dissatisfaction with existing models

The classic literature reading the efficacy of remedial reading

programs has consistently suggested that continued support is neces-

sary to maintain whatever gains have been made (e.g., Below, 1965).

Usually the explanation for lack ef continued improvement implies

that there is something within the child which causes him to respond
positively in one setting but not in another. It would, however,

be equnlly plausible to hypothesize that transfer fram one situation

to another was not made,a part of the "remedial reading" program.

Bandura (1969) and Gagne (1966) have called attention to the impor-

tance of acquiring requisite competencies through the setting of

optimal learning conditions. Bandura then emphasizes that He e

the likelihood is exceedingly small that favorable self-attitudes

however induced, could survive in the face of disconfirming per-

formance experiences (p. 615). Remedial programs have been con-

sidered as preparing the "dysfunctioning" learner to succeed in

the ongoing broader system. Transfer to that system mayor may not

have been considered.

An alternative model views the system as modifiable to accomodate

individual differences. Adamson and Van Etten (1970) reported a
Title III project in which an M &M (metl,ods and materials) teacher

was used to observe the referred child in the classeoom and to work

with him individually to determine haw he could best learn the tar-

get skills such as classroom reading or spelling activities. The

child and the classroom teacher were assisted with incorporating
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the suggested or moefied procedures, until collected data indi-
cated that the procedures were succeesfully aid independent Main-

tained.

The traditional clinical process has been criticized for various
reasons. Lovitt (1967) has suggested that no teaching obligation
follows the labeling type of diagnosis. In fact, a label may be
used as an excuse for not teaching (P. 234). It has been reported
previously that the quality of remedial service is questionable
when the service is in a training clinic (Cawley, 1967). Neither
is there a uniformly accepted idea of quality within a public school
remedial program.

Leach (1969) has also questioned the sacrosanct natere of the clini
cal process. he referred to its privacy, suggesting that this se-
cret aspect serves to protect the poor cliniciar; it does not allow
for self-eva3uation; it does not lead to self-improvement, and it-
does not advance the science of remediation because of nonreplica-
bility and nongeneralizability of the procedures used.

Strang (1968) has also critiqued current practices, suggesting
that the separation and lack of communication between diagnosis and
remediation activities are detrimental to the child. She shares
Leach's concern for the inaccessability of clinical process so that
it is amenable neither to accurate description nor to assessment.

Beller (1962) in his concern for the development of improved data
collection techniques for research in childhood personality dis-
orders has analyzed the importance and function of the structure
of clinical records when he states that, "Such records constitute
an essential tool of the human intellect, in that they supplant
memory, facilitate evaluation, and eliminate useless repetitions"

(P. 4). He further suggests that where selective recording of ob-
servations iS not present: (I) unknown sources of variation in
data arise from case to case; (2) where concepts of the field are
vaguely defined, resulting inconsistency and latitude of practi-
tioners incresiases unknown sources of variation; (3) variations in
informational content may reflect differences in a clinician's
focus of data gathering; and (4) data gathering is biased in dif-
ferent clinical settings toward specific etiology, diagnosis and

treatment (p. 10).
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Reformulation of the. clinical assess: Lovitt

Levitt (1967) and Lovitt & Curtiss (1968) have described and have

employed the general methodology (described below) in their -work

with learning disabled children at the Experimental Education Unit

of the University of Washington. Their four-point continuous

evaluation procedure involves (a) baseline assessment; (b) assess-

ment of behavioral components; (c) assessmenb based on referral;

and (d) generalization of assessment.

Baseline assessment requires that observations of the behavior in

question be recorded until it becomes stable. For example, if a

child does not "know" a word, the mord can be presented within af-

ferent syntactical contexts, with different type faces, in isola-

tion, ete., to determine that the word was either consistently un

recognized or that it was recognized under certain identified con-

ditions. Reliability and validity of assessment are obtained through

direct observation until stabilized performance occurs.

Assessment of behavioral components deals with the elements that

modify or maintaln behavior. Wig elements might be books, papers,

orkbooks, tapes, etc. Modality or any aspect of the ,eay in which

the units are presented is also considered here.

Response behaviors refer to what the child does or is expected to

do when presented with the stimuli. The following behaviors are

included: the regularity and/or frequency of the childrs respons

the form of the response, such as vocal or written, etc.; and the

effect of his response, such as vocal or written; and the effect of

his response upon his environment, i.e., is material re-presented?

a gold star given? a frown made? etc.

The contingency system, or the temporal arrangements of the con-

sequences of the response are emphasized by Iovitt:

. these same lean and unsystematic contingencies

that maintain acceptable response rates in normal

children may be either too subtle or too infrequent

to evoke similar behaviors in exceptional children

(p. 236)

Subsequent or consequent events refer to those events mhich either

increase or decrease the behavior. Teachers have long used social

praise, treats, engaging in fun activities, etc., as consequent

events contingent upon appropriate responses to the stimuli
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presented. Difficulty arises hem treats pre inconsistently or

noncontingently given. It is vital to determine through continu--

ous collection of observable data which events do in fact acceler-

ate or decelerate behavior. Some teachers have complained that

the administration of punishment as a subsequent event had no ef-

fect upon the behavior in question. What is considered a punish-

ing or a positive consequence by the observer may be shown by data

to have had no effect, or an opposite effect with an individual

child.

Assessment based on referral is the third factor described by

Mat. It means that the referring agent, e.g., teacher or par-

ent, should be assessed to determine whether he is deficient in

the skills necessary to manage the childfe behavior. It is also

crucial that the remedial agent and the referring agent share goals

and understanding of the process of instruction. Otherwise the

child must discriminate between successful performance in separated

environments, and fractionization of the remedial system minimizes

the probability of succe sful treatment.

Generalization of assessment is Lovibt's fourth aspect. Unless the

referring agent or the teacher has available an accurate, useable

description of the procedures to be followed, as well as some in-

dication of their management within the instructional situations,

there is little likelihood of their being carried out effectively.

Reformulation of the clinical process: e and Leach

A related discussion of a more detailed model for learning, or for

teaching, is presented by the psychologist Reese (1966, PP. 49-57)

She suggests the use of a series of procedures to assist the

learner in functioning to the presumed limit of his capabilities,

while at the same time not making unreasonable demands upon him.

Leach's generalized clinical session model (1969) used in the speech

and hearing clinic at Indiana University is just as applicable to

the clinical process in reading. It invplves seven basic steps:

1) The child presents a problem for analysis.

2) A tentative solution is planned.

3) The ' olution" is applied during management of the

clinical session.
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4) Progress is evaluated with numerical data collected

to describe trials, response to reinforcements giver,
units learned, and any other appropriate target be-

haviors of the session.

The relationship between progres (4) and manag
(3)is determined so that the next session mdght be

replanned and preplanned.

Peogress with tka individual child is related to the

generally known literature of the basic rresenting

problems, thus, improving the state of the art or

science.

7) Replication of the procedure is mandatory to deter-

mine reliability and generalizability.

It should be especially toted that a model such as that advocated

by Leach has the builtin advantages of making the clinical process

(as he suggests is necessary) self-validating, self-evaluating,

self-improving, etc.

Implicationg for the px222Iltiorer. Throughout these three promis-

ing medels of clinical process, i.e., Lovitt, Reese, and Leach,

there are common threads which may be ueed by the practitioner to

improve instructional management of reading. The procedures de-

scribed have occasionally been referred to as mechanistic. They

are, rather than mechanistic, reliable and precise.

Systematic observation of the Child is insured as the teacher col-

lects data regarding what the child knows, what he does not know,

how he approaches the learning task, and what management prat,tices

assist with maintaining the desired behavior. Rigg and Rigg (1967

have provided excellent clinical descriptions of several "types" of

children, suggesting the management practices which promise the

highest probability of success with each.

The idea of the learner's preference becomes extremely important

in systematic approaches to assessment. For example, if stimulus

choices are provided in the form of books, comic books.' magazines

of varying types, experience stories, catalogues, etc., the Child

can be free to make personal selections, and the teacher can em-

piricalAy determine his reading preferences. If a child thoroughly

enjoys arithmetic but does not attend to reading work, doing math

may be made contingent upon successfUl completion of rea work.

mffEff=reesr=e=ergeleeseeseeeeeeseee.e.---
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Classroom application of this Premack (1959) notion is explained

in greater detail Py Neisworth, Deno, and Jenkins (1970).

Through task or process analysis as described in Chapter Three,

the teacher can break down the learning activity into steps, units

modalities, etc., that are manageable by the child. It is essen-

tial to begin instrucbion within the child's capabilities, moving

gradually to more difficult or more complex tasks. These ideas

and others are expanded upon as application of a clinical process

model to both tutorial and group s4'uations as described by Stephens

(1970). Johnson and Nyklebust 15 have also presented a self-

evaluative model of instruction.

If the practitioner is not the agent who performs the initial as-

sessment of the child, he should not hesitate to demand both a con-

tent and management plan for carrying out the recommendations.

Such a plan should consider all those who are available to produce

or maintain the desired learning.

In addition, if the teacher does not have either the content know-

ledge or management skills to handle the instructional situation,

he should request such assistance. It might be obtained from the

school psychologist, from independent reading, from colleagues

through inservice training, or through college coursework.

Implevement of teacher performances rather than time spent in in-

service should be reinforced by- administrators and supervisors.

This important aspect of service delivery improvement also implies

that the local district be willing to expand the personnel, time,

and money-necessary to improve the monitoring of teacher behavior.

Perhaps the most significant application of diagnostic process is

the sat for discovering how the child can be helped to learn, i.e.,

under what conditions learning does in fact occur. The usual ques-

tion of why learning has not occurred takes on a meaning different

from the notions of internal etiology. The "etiology" in this case

becomes a "condition of learning" deficit, with valid and reliable

evidence to support it.

Viable procedures such as those described in the present chapter

are sufficiently developed to be of value in teaching reading teaCh-

ers as well as in teaching those teachers' students. More gener6.

alized program evaluation models extend continuous evaluation from

individnal assessment to the analogous broader consideration of the
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Inctioning of the training system as a unit. Such generalized

methodology could also be applied to determine the conduct of a

remedial service.

Recasting the clinical 24..o.a22: ...21s11,TEE

The recasting of clinical process suggested in the last portion of

this chapter has emphasized competenc6 in the discriminative se-

lection and use of diagnostic techniques, the ability to provide

correspondingly appropriate instructional experiences and continu-

OUB reevaluation of individual programing.

Other models hypothesizing specific relationships be ween stimuli,

or the remedial task, and expected responses of the child (e.g.,

Smith, 1968; 'Palett, 1969) are only guides to assist the clinician

with hypothesizing the content of the clinical session. The clini.

al procedures described here are more complete, however, because

improvement and evaluatior are built into the models themselves.

By making the practitioner a researcher of socially important be-

haviors, true professional status with proof of competency is pos-

sible. Self-improvement and self-evmluation are viewed not as

indications of incompetency but as valuable traits to be respected

and encouraged. The clinical process itself is thus visible, ana-

3,Yzable, generPlizable, exportable, and amendahde.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS OF TREATMENT A HES

This chapter has placed approaches to treatment of r ading disa-
bility ..-rithin the context of expanding considerations of the nature

of reading program variables and the structure of the clinical

process. Both interventive and preventive programs have become in-

creasingly concerned with interaction between the learner and his

instructional environment, regardless of setting.

Remndial procedures within the traditional literature are viewed

as being neither effective nor Ineffective 2ss se. They are clearly

inappropriate for reconanendation without adequate determination of

treatment efficacy within an instructional situation which would ex-

pact and demand improvement in the performance of the individual

learner. Treatment then becomes synonomous with diagnosis in the

sense that the form and rate of the learner's response to (or lack

of response to) specific content, methodology, or management prac-

tices determine the nature of continued treatment.
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The scope of competencies of the practitioner are being broadened

from knawing "the" content and presenting "it" to the learner.

Rather, the practitioner is seen as one who has available alterna-

tive content, alternative methodologies, and alternative management

procedures to be used tentatively for systematic velidation and re-

vision with n individual child.

In terms of research effort perhaps the greatest single problem

lies in the absence of a behavioral data collection structure which

would permit clear communication regarding the conduct of the in-

structional process. Without a data base it remains- impossible to

determine specific elements which effect success or failure with

chosen tasks.

The technology (such as videotap is available to reinstate behav-

iors as they occur in the treatment programs, making possible de-

tailed analysis of that precess. Effective teacher or learner com-

ponents, once identified, are amenable to training. Programs of

teacher education are currently based primarily upon likely course

titles, with the content of such courses idiosyncratic to the edu-

cation instructor. Research in training practices continues to be

a void in the service delivery system.

Local school districts faced with the problems encountered in the

improvement of developmental or remedial instruction are for the

most part powerless to help themselves. They continue to be en-

meshed in a system which does not lend itself to "troubleshooting,

or self-evaluation and self-improvement. Improvement is beginning

to appear in the development of bases for making decisions about

content, methodology, and management practices. Improvement is

not as readily forthcoming in the probaems of personnel training

and the evaluation and manipulation of service delivery system com-i

ponents. Treatment of reading disability is likely to remain frag-

mented and subject to local whim or exigency until these problems

receive their necessary share of time, talent, and financial re

sources.
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The controversial terimakualcill has been in erpreted, visin-
terpreted, and left uninterpreted by those who represent a
variety of interests in people and enterprises releted to the
field of reading. The current power of one wrrk to evoke the in-
tense emotional reactions associated with the term is perhaps in
itself reason for publication of a professional statement deline-
ating or moderating the controversy. Implicit in the role of the
professional, however, Js dhe responsibility for providing more
than a reactive responwe to emotionalism. The professional task
is to generate an appropriate analytic framework within which his
torical, current, and projected information might be cast for the

purpose of providing discipline to diverse concerns and inquiriee.

It is to the problem of creating such a structure that the present

monograph has been addressed. As such, no exhaustive treatment of
the literature was intended. Rather, purposely selected exemplars
rageng from faith to tentative fact provide substantive reference
for tne analytic consideratione provided by the authors.

It has been suggested that the historical and current preoccupa-
tion with intraorganismic etiologies and correlates of rea
achievement has at times been detrimental to the task of ov-

ing the conditions under which reading instruction occurs. This

position is not to be construed as suggesting that medical, lin-

guistic, and other related problems do not need or deserve atten-

tion. It does mean that such activities should not be considered
in lieu of direct instruction in the process of reading.

As the remedial process has become more visible and an able

traditional conceptions of eeparate diagnosis and treatment have

become untenable. Even if hypothesized matches of pare treatment
to pure deficit could be specified, the individual ramifications

of the management and generalization processes suggest that other

approadhes are more desirable. Decision-making models with a
repertoire of alternatives for each decision point are now available.
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While the models vary, they share the common feature of providing
a framework which is public, teachable, and reproducible, and with-
in which validity and reliability o.E* the separate activities of the
clinical or experimental process can be evaluated.

Rather than re-invent the wheel practitioners at the train:ix
level are encouraged to benefit from the results of research in
training which is carried out by areas other than reading

The increased "legitimacy" of trainine as an area of educational
research should result in impAvements in training programs. As

people interested in similar problems collaborate, new lines of
specialization mgy occur6.-quite different from those historically
derived.

It is becoming apparent that a program of consumer education needs
to be developed in the field of reading. Those specialists who
are in a position to inte2pret and relay basic information to
others have a responsibility to check the accuracy of such informa.
tion. Consumer education is also essential in determining the
rationales for purchase of instructional materials and supplies.
Unless practitioners are taught to analyze materials in terns of

their effectiveness in instructional situations, manufacturers
will continue to respond to the dollar reinforcement provided by
the well-meaning but poorly informed consumer. Whether or not ac-
countability trends will be able to change this situation remains
to be seen.

Philosophical valu s also enter into any consideration of reading-
disability. Ideas of continuous progress, criterion testing, suc-
cess experiences, etc. require a radical change in the conceptu-

alization of success. The continued use of arbitrary grading prac-
tices based upon normal Curve distributions or relative intraclass
positions are highly resistant to extinction, primarily by those

at the upper segments of the achievement curve. ladle achievement

for "all" is a principle, it is seldom considered a realiatic
practice.

The practitioner should remember that emphasis upon instruction in

reading does not imply that a program or procedures with which a

child has failed should be continued. Alterations, sometimes very
unusual alterations, may need to be made in the teaching-learning
situation until improvement is shown.
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It may also mean that it might be more humane, where the human cost
of reading instruction is so high, to consider alternatives (other
than reading) to the acquisition of knowledge. Prostl'etic devices
such as tape recorders, pictures, etc. maybe inefficient but bet-
ter for some older youngstors who are not able to participate in

an optimal instructional program.

Several negative expectations need to be dispelled by the practi-

tioner. The first involves an expectation thab some "cause" will
be found to explain poor reading ability on grounds other than in

struction. Clinical reports are frequently loaded 'with reasons
why the child canneA learn, but they seldom specify the arrange-
ments under which he does learn. Training program such as those
in school psyrhology are requiring that psychological reports to

practitioners contain only statements and recommendations speci-

fY.tng what educational tasks the ahild is rea4y to learn and how

he can be taught to learn them.

There is no closure as each to this monograph with the exception

of stating thab we are now at least technologically prepared to

effect major improvement in the total reading instruction effort.

The problem at this time is to attend to the economic, legal, and

sociological conditions which prevent the implementation of the

resources available. The alternative is to accept the limited
level of literacy possible within conditions we villinAy tolerate
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Additional references
SELECTED AUN TATED REA=

The entries presented as suggested readings involve a varIety of
topics related to the present monograph and are representative of
many of the options of current thinking in the study of reading
disability. They should be read carefun4y and discussed or argued
thoroughlar with others before the student can have a working know-
ledge of the ramifications of one point of view or another. All
the entries have extensive bibliogaphie s to further entice the
serious student.

Adelman, H., and Fe chback, S. Predicting reading failure: beyond
the readiness model. asultana Children, 1971, 27_, 349-54.

Examines the conditions under which beginning reading
instruction occurs. Standardized testing is insufficient
to account for the environmental factors which are
idiosyncratic to a classroom setting.

Critchley, H. Develos ntal d7s1eda. Iondon: William Heinemann
Medical Books, 19

The classic historical account of interest by the
medical profession. The role of the educator is
clear27 differentiated from that of the neurologist.

Desberg 12.0 and Berdiandky, Betty. Word attack skills: review
of the literature. Inglewood, Calif.: Southwest lagioRT---
Tgboraiairni-gaucational Researdh and Development, 1968.

A comprehensive review of present and pro eeted concepts
and examples of word attack skills. Both rationales for
the current content of teaching and the possible direc-
tions of content change, as suggested by basic psycho-
linguistic research, are presented.
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r5a

Farr, R. E221taa: what can be measured? Newark, Dela are:
ternational Reading Association Research Fund, 969.

A state of the art monograph critically reviewing
measurement practices in the field of reading. s-

applications of testing concepts are described, and
suggestions for future research are proposed.

Gephart, W. lizasausa of the conver ence ue to basic
FaMAK.

studies of the EvAra.ng process. Wbehin on, D. National
C711-77-for Educational Research and Development of the Office
of Education 0100 Project NuMber 8-0737, 1970.

The report of a multidisciplinary group who used a Con-
vergence Technique to determine needed targets of research

in reading ed _ation. A naster guide is suggested for
coordinating and integrating pieces of research into
models of the reading processes, with the ultimate goal
of ineuring at least minimal literacy skills in the United
State3.

Goodman, K. OM The mallialaaRtis nature of the reading. EL-27
cess. Detroit: Wayne State bniversity Piess, 1968.

A book of readings describing alternative models for
conceptualizing the nature of the reading process
within a psycholinguistic framework. Research reports
and discussion articles especia13,7 concerned sith the
relationship of graphemic systens to other language
functions are included.

Gray, Susan. The psycho1qgt in the schools. New York: Holt,

Rinehart and Win ton, 1963

A foresighted analysis of the ecological and sociological
approach to child-helping professions. Changes in roles
for school personnel are discussed fram the point of view
of the school psychologist.

Lovitt, T. C. Assessment of children with learning disabilities.
Excep ional Children) 1967, (4), 233-39.

A description and explanation of the process of assess-
ment. Diagnosis and remediation are made cyclical and
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continuous, with all componen s of the instructional
process individually assessed to determine whether
each should be maintained or modified.

Itrers, Pbtricia, and Rennin, D. Methods
New "York: John Wiley, 1969.

in learn_
_

abili

A descriptive overvIew of popular develcpantal and
remedial programs, or systems, available for children
with learning problems. The approaches are analyzed
and then placed into a modal of language functioning.

Stephens, J. Directive teachiA0 of children with learnino and
behavioral handicaps C o].tnhibua, Ohio: Carles B. Merrill Co.
M-57---

Contains practical teaching techniques for inazimizirig the
learning environment in a classroom or tutorial setting.
Teachers will appreciate the concrete examples of improve
ment of classroom practices.

Strang, Ruth. Readin diagnosis and renediation. Newark, Delaw
InternationaJRiãding Assoc ation Reseiiiund, 1968.

A state of the art monograph reviewing research associ.
ated with reading disability. The separation of diag
nosis from treatment Is considered to be inappropriate
for maximizing learnlng opportunities.

Templeton, A. B. (Chmn.) Reading disorders In the United States
a report of the Secretary s TEREal adVIFory commit-Car
on dyslexia and related reading diaordcrs. Bethesda, Md.:
National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Strokes, 1969.
(mimeo

A noltidisciplinar7 panel's review of the status of
reading education and their suggested directions for
government support of reading program improvement.
Recommendations Ere made for a network of researdh and
development centers, procedures and programs for
identification and remediation of reading problems,
and increased quality and availability of researchers,
specialists, and teachers.
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Tyler, R., Gagne, L, and Soriven, M. araastive
AEU Monograph Series on Curriculum Eralti(13, ahicago:
Rand, McNally, 1967.

Contains abstract discussions of varying approaches to

program evaluation. Differences between evaluation

activities and classic research design are presented,
along with critiqms of the problems of setting up evalu-

ation capabilities.

n evaluation.
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